Racial Equity Core Training Series

LREP trainings support Latinx leaders to tackle anti-Blackness and Native erasure. Ending structural racism requires us to build racial equity within our communities as well as in the US as a whole. This is even more crucial now as we face unprecedented challenges on many fronts.

Latinx Racial Equity Values

Latinx values are the grounding force for examining habits of oppression in leadership and exploring new values to guide leaders in building the change our communities need.

Checking Our Privilege

We explore intersections of identity and privilege in the Latinx community to build equitable leadership.

Latinx Racial Equity Leadership Model

We explore how institutional and structural racism has formed how we lead organizations, and offer a new Equity-based model to move policy and create movements that are grounded in who we are as a people.

Challenging Anti-Blackness & Indigenous Erasure

Increase the capacity of Latinx leaders to lead from a racial equity framework by understanding current and historic manifestations of anti-Blackness, and exploring how anti-Blackness and internalized oppression are linked to each other.

Please join us to explore and build together.

Questions? Visit latinxracialequity.org or email info@latinxracialequity.org